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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to produce Nd rich core-Dy rich shell grain structure
in liquid phase sintered alloys by consolidating Dy rich powder mixed with Nd2 Fe14 B

powder. The technical barrier to producing the core-shell microstructure is that the Dy
composition

variations

will

homogenize

during

the

consolidation

process.

This dissertation is based on the hypothesis that compositional homogenization of the
core-shell structure can be minimized if consolidation occurs under applied pressure (hot
press liquid phase sintering). The hypothesis is tested by comparing the homogenization
of the Dy composition to the degree of consolidation with and without applied pressure.
It is demonstrated that Nd rich core-Dy rich shell grain structure can be produced using
the hot press approach. A simple linear model is used to identify the critical processing
parameters involved in the successful development of the requisite core-shell structure.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Rare earth magnets based on the stoichiometry (Nd)2 Fe14 B have large coercivity and

a large BH product and are thus attractive for utilization in electric vehicle motors

[1]. The elevated temperature environment of an electric vehicle drive train requires the
use of heavy rare earth elements to raise the Curie temperature and stabilize the
coercivity [2]. A typical rare earth (RE) magnet chemistry capable of operating in an
electric motor at the required ~160 ℃ is Nd2 Fe14 B [3]. The recent dramatic but
temporary increase in heavy rare earth prices due to export controls introduced in China

[4] has led to efforts to minimize the impact of future political or economic disruptions in
heavy rare earth supply. For high temperature magnet manufactures and end users, this
has translated into efforts in materials design/processing to reduce the amount of Dy used
for high temperature magnets without sacrificing magnetic properties. A recent
successful approach has been to produce polycrystalline alloys that have grain
boundaries enriched in Dy while the grain core has much less Dy. The resulting Nd rich
grain core-Dy rich boundary shell appears to create an acceptable BH product at 160℃
while using significantly less Dy than required when the alloy is homogeneous in Dy [2].
The operating mechanism for the improved performance of the core-shell structure has
been proposed as the inhibition of magnetic domain reversal initiated at the grain
1

boundaries [5]. That is, the area of the sample that has the lowest barrier for nucleation of
domains that can reverse the direction of magnetization has been enriched with an
element that tends to prevent the initiation of domain reversal.
The materials processing route currently being used to produce the proposed
Nd2Fe14B:(Nd1-xDyx)2Fe14B compositional core shell grain microstructure is grain
boundary diffusion into the bulk of the magnet during vapor deposition of Dy on the
surface [2]. The purpose of the investigation presented here is to test the hypothesis that
compositional core-shell Nd2Fe14B:(Nd1-xDyx)2Fe14B grain structures could be produced
during powder processing/consolidation of a mixture of Dy rich powder and Nd rich
powder by optimizing the processing conditions. Specifically, if the alloy
homogenization rate could be reduced relative to the powder consolidation rate, then a
core shell structure will be developed because fast grain boundary diffusion during
consolidation will disperse Dy on the grain boundaries but consolidation will be
complete before the slow volume diffusion will allow homogenization.
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Chapter 2 Background, Objective and
Hypothesis
2.1 Background
The current process used to make bulk (RE)2 Fe14 B based magnets uses liquid phase

sintering of alloy powder with composition just off the 2:14:1 stoichiometry. A slight

excess in RE content produces liquid: solid mixture above 660 ℃ in NdFeB alloys.
Although the quaternary Dy:Nd:Fe:B phase diagrams are not published, a similar two
phase liquid: solid mixtures are also found at moderate temperatures in the 4 component
alloy [6].

Figure 2.1 Nd-Fe-B Phase diagram with red line and red arrow showing the composition
and the temperature used in liquid sintering [7].
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Rare earth elements are extremely sensitive to oxidation processes and all powder
preparation processes and heat treatments must be carried out in reducing atmospheres or
under vacuum [8].
The heavy rare earth Dy substitutes for Nd in the single phase (RE)2 Fe14 B crystal

structure to give (Dyx Nd1−x )2 Fe14 B [9] which is analogous to quasi-binary solid

solution behavior (Cu-Ni).

The addition of Dy increases the room temperature and elevated value of the
coercivity Hci, and energy product, BH [1, 2]. A theory has been proposed that similar
advantages in Dy containing (RE)2 Fe14 B magnets can be obtained if the Dy is added

only at the grain boundaries in (Dyx Nd1−x )2 Fe14 B [1, 2]. Hitachi has developed a

process for Dy addition primarily on the grain boundaries of the in Nd-Fe-B based
sintered magnet using Dy diffusion from the surface of the magnet at a temperature
where grain boundary diffusion is much faster than volume diffusion [1, 2].
Cross-sectional view schematically illustrating the configuration of the patented

process vessel that is used by Hitachi for producing an RE-Fe-B based rare earth sintered
magnet with heavy RE enriched grain boundaries [2].
The diffusion of Dy into the bulk magnet, primarily along the grain boundaries,
occurs as Dy is being deposited from the vapor phase onto the surface. The process is
4

proposed to develop a structure for the case where the diffusion length along the
boundary is much greater than the diffusion length through the grain �𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 t ≫ √Dt [2].
Post process analysis by Hitachi does indeed suggest that the proposed grain
boundary enrichment in Dy has occurred, with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
analysis of magnet cross sections at the grain boundary triple junctions [2] showing the
Dy concentration in the grain center is lower than in the grain boundary triple junction at
50 um and 500 um depth from sample surface.
The research partners at GM for this project have carried out Dy element mapping on
cross sections of Hitachi processed magnets pulled from a Toyota Prius electric motor
(figure 2.2). These element mapping studies confirm the structure suggested by the local
EDS results of Hitachi [2].

Figure 2.2 Electron Microprobe EDS Dy distribution map for Toyota Prius C magnet
5

showing Dy localization on the grain boundaries (green) while relatively low Dy
concentration exists within the grain center (blue) (obtained by Wakade and Waldo, GM)
In Figure 2.3, coercivity data from magnets produced by the grain boundary
diffusion/enrichment process (material and data provided by GM) is examined. The ICP
data for the composition of the bulk magnets before and after the grain boundary
diffusion/enrichment process and the change of magnetic properties were provided to
GM by the manufacturer. The results are shown in Figure 2.3. The blue arrows are
indicative of the derivative

d(Hcj )

d(Dy wt%)

magnitudechange due to the grain boundary

diffusion/enrichment process for each lot.

Figure 2.3 Magnet properties change with Dy wt% and grain boundary
diffusion/enrichment process
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The Hitachi method requires a significant investment in vacuum processing equipment
of $4 million [10] and also adds additional processing steps after the consolidation process.
The approach to be pursued in the present investigation is the use of blended powders (or
pieces) of Dy rich alloy and powders of Nd rich alloy, known as the "two alloy method"[5]
and has proved problematic in the past because of Dy homogenization during
consolidation.
This is summarized by Shin-Etsu as "With the conventional Two Alloy Method, since
the dysprosium is diffused during sintering at high temperatures, the dysprosium is
distributed widely in the interior of grains, and so an excess of dysprosium is necessary"[5].
Published evidence of almost complete Dy homogenization within the (RE)2 Fe14 B grain

during liquid phase sintering of mixed composition powders to full density is also
demonstrated by Li et al [9].

2.2 Statement of Objective and Hypothesis.
The problem of homogenization of Dy during consolidation of mixed powders is
illustrated in Figure 2.4 together with the objective of this work, which is to achieve Nd
rich core-Dy rich shell grain structure during consolidation (left hand branch of figure
2.4). It is apparent that the traditional liquid phase sintering consolidation approach
occurs together with compositional homogenization in mixed Dy rich-Nd rich powders.
7

That is the right hand branch is favored. The hypothesis examined in this thesis is that if
the consolidation of can be carried out under applied pressure (hot pressing) then the two
alloy method can be used to produce a compositional core shell structure because the
consolidation rate is accelerated under applied pressure relative to the homogenization
rate.

Figure 2.4 Two alloy process compare with Hitachi process
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Chapter 3 Experimental Methods
3.1 Powder Preparation and Handling
The preparation of the Nd rich powder follows processes described in detail in the
literature. The Nd rich powder is formed by melting together stock materials having
compositions 71.18 wt% Nd 2 Fe14 B, 8.805 wt% Nd, 17.917 wt% Fe, 1.417 wt% Co,

0.628 wt% Ga to produce a stoichiometry of Nd2.6 (FeCo)14BGa0.1 . The stock materials

are melted together in quartz crucible in an induction heating furnace. The resulting alloy
ingot is then melt spun (>1600 K, tested by infrared thermometer) into ribbons with the
drum velocity set at 2.5m/s. The ribbons are embrittled and transformed into a powder in
H2 atmosphere using the standard hydrogenation, disproportionation, desorption, and
recombination (HDDR) process [References] at a temperature of 200℃. Ribbons break

up into flakes after the HDDR. After degassing, the HDDR processed material is spec
milled at low energy [References]. The effect of HDDR on the powder structure is shown
in figure 3.1, where it is demonstrated that the HDDR process allows for a finer particle
size after low energy milling than low energy milling without HDDR processing. This
indicates the HDDR process allows for fine powder development without overt loss of
crystallinity that would result from high energy milling.

9

Figure. 3.1 Spex mill Nd2Fe14B ribbon for 15 minutes with 1 1/4 inch steel ball.
Compare Nd2Fe14B powder with HDDR process and Nd2Fe14B powder without
HDDR process.
All powder handling, including milling and cold compaction, were carried out in an
inert atmosphere glove box. Attempts to process rare earth materials in are result in
heavy oxidation of the rare earth elements, with the possibility of extreme thermal
events.
The ribbons were spex milled for 50 minutes to fine powder using 0.25 inch steel
balls with a media to mill ratio of 1/17. The Dy rich powder was prepared from in a
10

similar manner from spex milling of melt spun (50 m/s) Dy2.34 Fe ingot or from

Dy2.34 Fe ingot alloyed to produce Dy2 Fe14B. The Dy25 Fe14B source material is made

by high energy milling of of Dy2.34 Fe commercial ingots, Fe powder and B powder in a

spex mill with 2 ½ inch diameter steel balls for 45 minutes to find powder. Mill
media/material ratio of 1/1.1.
Table 3.1 Dy source preparation

There are two milling processes in powder preparation, high energy milling and low
energy. High energy milling uses two 1/2 inch steel balls. Mill media for high energy
milling is 1/1.1 (Media/Material). Low energy milling uses one 1/4 inch steel ball. Mill
media for low energy milling is 1/17 (Media/Material). The differences for these two
milling process are shown in figure 3.1 and figure 3.2.
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Figure. 3.2 Nd2 Fe14 B ribbon and Dy2.34 Fe ribbon mill with 1 ¼ ball 50mins.
1/17 (Media/Material)

Figure 3.2 shows with low energy mill through whole milling process, milling is not
sufficient. Dy2.34 Fe powder size is too large and Dy source didn’t distribute
homogeneous.

Powder size shows in figure 3.3 indicates the mixed milling process (high energy and
low energy) is efficient compare single milling process.

12

Figure. 3.3 Nd2 Fe14 B ribbon and Dy2.34 Fe ribbon mill with 1 ¼ ball for 50mins,
then mill with 2 ½ balls for 15mins, to make 4% Dy powder

Figure 3.2 and figure 3.3 shows the differences with high milling energy and low
energy milling. To make Dy source powder mixed uniformity with Nd rich powder,
powder milling must combine these two milling processes.

3.2 Hot Press Process
After spex milling in an inert atmosphere glove box, the powders were transferred to
a cold press in the same glove box without exposure to air. The powders were cold
pressed at 30 MPa to a green density of 65%. The rectangular green pellet was 1.3 cm in
13

width, 1.3 cm in length and about 0.8cm in height.
When transferring the green pellet to the hot press furnace, the pellet was kept in inert
atmosphere to protect sample from oxidizing. The pellet was kept in container full of Ar
gas. The furnace is pump with Ar gas for over 10mins. Vacuum the hot press furnace
right after transferring the sample into furnace.
Hot press is a process application heat and pressure simultaneous. It’s a high
temperature process to form powder compaction product. [11] Figure 3.4 shows the
sketch of hot press process. As the cross area of sample will not change during process,
the height change are measured to determine the density variation during process. The
uncertainty of height measurement is ±0.05mm.

Figure 3.4 hot press process
Figure 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 are plots of Pressure and Density vs time of three hot press
samples. These plots show pressure and density changes as time increase during hot press
14

process. (Description of samples’ labels are in Appendix A).

Figure 3.5 95% MTU sample, density and pressure change as time increase

Figure 3.6 99% MTU sample, density and pressure change as time increase
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Figure 3.7 97% MTU sample, density and pressure change as time increase
The set point of temperature of hot press process is 850℃.Temperature is increased
to 850℃ from 0 minutes to 90 minutes, and become stable from 90 minutes to 100
minutes. Application of pressure is by hand and is controlled to be less than 60 MPa to
avoid fracture of the sample or die.

3.3 Microstructure Analysis
Obtaining a flat surface for SEM/EDS analysis is complicated by the reactivity of
rare earth elements, which have a strong tendency to oxidize when in contact with air or
water. [12] During the sample polishing in preparation for SEM analysis, water cannot be
used as a lubricant or during surface cleaning. To polish these samples, pieces cut on the
slow speed saw are mounted in epoxy for mechanical polishing. The rough polish is done
16

dry and transitioned from 240 grit to 320 grit and then to 600 grit. Then the sample is
cleaned with 99% ethanol and ultrasonic bath. During fine polish of sample, 6 micron
and 0.5 micron diamond grit are used for dry polish. Ultrasonically cleaning in 99%
ethanol was carried out between each step of the fine polish. After polishing, the samples
are stored under inert atmosphere until SEM examination. Just prior to SEM analysis, the
sample are coated with Pt-Pd to avoid charging of the epoxy mounted samples.
It was determined that the Nd rich core-Dy rich shell structure of the grains could be
directly imaged by using the backscatter detector of the JEOL 6400 SEM provided that
high beam currents and long exposure times were utilized. The backscatter contrast was
further enhance by processing the images using the gamma function of ImageJ.
Colorization based on a greyscale slice was also employed to enhance the higher
intensity pixels within the grain corresponding to the local increase in Dy composition.
The imaging technique was verified using EDS results. An example of the atomic
number contrast and the enhancement of the contrast is shown in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 MTU hot pressed sample 3B (Appendix A),
Comparison of BSE and BSE pass through a Gamma filter with a grey scale slice
colorized.
For quantitative analysis sample, EDS and NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) are used. EDS are used to collect the spectrum of samples and NIST are
used to analysis the content of different elements in the samples. 10 wt% Dy and 0 wt%
Dy commercial samples are used as standards for NIST analysis.

3.4 𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂 𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨 𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯𝐯∗

The analysis of the mixed Dy rich, Dy poor powder samples sintered at various times,

temperatures and pressures was carried out by making multiple EDS composition
measurements of grain boundary triple junction phase and adjacent grain phase. The
coefficient of variance for the Dy grain phase composition measurement was determined
using the alloy composition as the average value.
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Std∗ = [

∑(Dy,center of the grain−Average of 50µm∗50µm)2 1
Number of points

Std∗

]2

Coefficient of variance∗ = (Average of 50µm∗50µm) ∗ 100

(3.1)
(3.2)

Dy, center of the grain----------wt% of Dy in the center of grain, test at least 10 grains
Average of 50µm*50µm--------- average of wt% of Dy in 5 50µm*50µm areas
Number of points-------- number of center grain points test
The “Std∗ ” in formula is similar to the expression of standard of deviation, the
difference is: use Average of 50µm*50µm substitute the average of the wt% of center
of grains.
The "Coefficient of variance∗ " represents the variance of homogeneous.
As the coefficient of variance defined in this manner measures the deviation of the
local Dy composition from the alloy Dy composition, it is used to quantify the degree of
Dy homogenization such that a sharply defined core shell structure will correlate to a
large coefficient of variance. That is, an Nd rich grain core surrounded by a Dy rich grain
shell would be expected to have a large coefficient of variance, while a homogeneous Dy
composition throughout the grain will have a small coefficient of variance. A plot of
coefficient of variance against sample density is used to demonstrate in a concise manner
the general success of processing routes in the development of the core shell
19

microstructure in dense materials. Figure 4.4 presents the data obtained in this manner
for sintered and as hot pressed materials where it is noted that a successful process design
for developing the required microstructure will produce a large coefficient of variance at
close to theoretical density. It is apparent that the hot press consolidation will allow
significant densification while maintaining an inhomogeneous Dy composition.

3.5 Error Analysis
The calculation for error bar of coefficient of variance is based on the error
propagation theory.

Figure 3.9 Detection error of EDS
Use the formula from [11] to calculate error proporgation.
For uncorrelated variables (ρ𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 0) the covariance terms are also zero,
σ𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = ρ𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 σ𝐴𝐴 σ𝐵𝐵
20

(3.3)[11]

In this project, x1, x2, …, xn are uncorrelated variables, σAB = 0

y50 ---------50*50 um average data

σy50 =

m----------number of 50*50 um data

σ0

(3.4)[11]

√m

n-----------number of grain center data
σ0 ---------- error comes from SEM detect error, which is 0.71 (Figure 3.9)

To get error propagation of CV, the calculation is based on the formula from [11].

The error of average of 50*50 area data is σy50 :
y50 ---------50*50 um average data
Error of xn is σ0 :

x

2

CV =

STD∗
y50

σy50 =

σ0

σxn = σ0
=

n

(3.5)

√m

(3.6)
2

�∑1 (xn −y50 )
n

y50

=�

xn
∑n
−1)2
1(

Set f = ∑n1 �y n − 1� , substitute in (3.7) to get (3.8)
50

σCV

f

1

∗σf

= �n ∗ 2 f =

1
∗σ
2 f

√n∗f

x

Set g = (y n − 1)2 , substitute in f to get (3.9)
50

x

=

y50

n

1
∗σ
2 f

50
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(3.8)

xn
�n∗∑n
−1�
1�
y50

σf = �σg1 2 + σg2 2 + ⋯ + σgn 2

Set h = (y n − 1), substitute in g to get (3.10)

2

(3.7)

(3.9)

σg =

h2 ∗2σh
h

From table 3.2, get (3.11)

x

x

(3.10)

= 2h ∗ σh = 2 ∗ �y n − 1� ∗ σh
50

σ

σ

σ

x ∗σ

(3.11)

σh = y n �(x 0 )2 + ( 0 )2 = �(y 0 )2 + ( n 0 2)2
√m∗y
√m∗y
50

n

(3.12) is simplified from (3.11)

50

50

x 2

σ

σh = y 0 �1 + m∗yn
50

50

50

(3.12)

2

σ

Because in this project, m≥5, and y50 ＞xn , so assume σh ≈ y 0 ,
Put the value of σh in (3.10):

50

x

x

σ

(3.13)

σg ≈ 2 ∗ �y n − 1� ∗ σh = 2 ∗ �y n − 1� ∗ y 0

Put the value of σg in (3.9)
x

50

50

σ

x

50

σ

x

σ

σf = �(2 ∗ �y 1 − 1� ∗ y 0 )2 + (2 ∗ �y 2 − 1� ∗ y 0 )2 + ⋯ + (2 ∗ �y n − 1� ∗ y 0 )2
50

σf =

2∗σ0
y50

50

50

2

2

50

50

50

Substitute (3.14) into (3.8), get final error (3.15)
σCV =

1
2
xn
n
�n∗∑1 (y −1)2
50

∗

2∗σ0
y50

2

2

50

2

�� x1 − 1� + � x2 − 1� + ⋯ + � xn − 1�
y
y
y
50

50

�� x1 − 1� + � x2 − 1� + ⋯ + � xn − 1�
y
y
y
50

σCV = y

σ0

50

50 √n

50

(3.14)

2

(3.15)

The formula (3.15) can be used to calculate the error of coefficient of variance. The
data of experiment matrix with error is shown in Chapter 4.
The density of the hot pressed samples is determined by measuring the dimensions
and weight of the rectangular pellet. The uncertainty of measurement of Vernier caliper is
±0.05mm(σ).
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V = a2 ∗ ℎ, ρ =

𝑚𝑚
𝑉𝑉

To calculate the error propagation of density, from formula in [11]

σρ =

σV = σ√4 ∗ a2 h2 + a4

m∗V−1 ∗σV
V

4∗h2 +a2

= mσ ∗ �

So the error for relative density: σ% = 0.7%.

a6 h4

(3.16)
≈

0.05g
cm3

(3.17)

The standard error for the slopes is determined as the standard deviation in the CV
from that predicted by linear regression, divided by deviation from average of the relative
density. The confidence intervals are the standard error multiplied by the critical value at
95% confidence level using the t-score.
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Chapter 4 Experiment Results Analysis and
Discussion
4.1 Microstructure and Chemistry of Two Alloy Sintered
Materials.
Dy composition at the triple junction phase correlated with grain surface enrichment.
The presence of a rare earth rich phase at the grain boundary triple junctions in the
commercial liquid phase sintered, bulk magnets (LOT3) is demonstrated in figure 4.1
and 4.2
Figure 4.1 showing flat polished surface with EDS overlay of eutectic phase and
grain phase.

24

Fig 4.1 (a) SEI/BEI pairs for fractured and flat polished surfaces of commercial bulk
magnets (LOT3 Sample from GM)
(ICP: 16.9% Nd, 7.9%Dy, 3.9%Pr, 0.9%B, 0.9%Co, 0.1% Cu)

Fig 4.1(b) X-Ray for MTU hot pressed sample compare with Nd2 Fe14 B peaks (86.5%
MTU as pressed, Appendix A)
25

Fig 4.2 Nd, Dy Rich Eutectic micro constituent or solidified eutectic liquid (bright,
ductile phase) on grain boundaries and triple junctions (Mixed Dy2.34 Fe and
Nd2.7 Fe14 B1.4 powder sintered at 950C for 5 hours.)

Hitachi [2] have proposed that an increase in Dy composition of the Eutectic liquid at
the grain triple junction via diffusion from the surface will lead to an increase in the Dy
composition of the adjacent (Nd)2 Fe14 B grain surface, allowing a simple application of

SEM/EDS point analysis of the triple junction phase composition and the adjacent grain
center as a method to ‘prove’ compositional core-shell development. The approach is

necessitated by the difficulty in identifying the exact grain boundary position in flat
26

polished samples required for quantitative EDS analysis, while identifying the RE rich
eutectic liquid remnant is easily done because of the large atomic number contrast. If the
basis of the Hitachi analysis is true, then the determination of the triple junction phase
composition can be correlated directly to the grain composition at the interface with the
eutectic liquid, indicating that compositional core-shell structures can be developed by
diffusion through the liquid phase. The Hitachi hypothesis is tested here by examining
the ‘tie lines’ between the solidified eutectic liquid and the grain. Standard SEM/EDS are
used to measure elemental distributions in the rare earth rich phase at the grain boundary
triple junctions (solidified eutectic liquid) and in the grain at 2 microns distance into the
grain from the eutectic interface in alloys heat treated for extended periods (15 hours) to
test the hypothesis that the grain composition of Dy will increase as the Dy composition
of the solidified eutectic liquid increases. Such behavior is required if the measurement
of Dy composition at the triple junction phase is to be correlated with grain surface
enrichment to produce a core-shell structure. Samples with different Dy content were
sintered and heat treated for 15 hours at 950 oC. A plot of the grain composition (at 2
micron distance from the solidified eutectic interface) and Dy liquid composition is
shown in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3. The grain composition and Dy liquid composition in samples with different
Dy content after sintering at 950℃ for 15 hours.
The solid black line in figure 4.3 links the compositions of the triple junction phase in
different alloy compositions while the solid red line links the RE2Fe14B grain
compositions for the different alloy compositions. The dotted lines tie the grain
composition to the correlated triple junction RE rich solidified eutectic liquid
composition. The expected relationship between the Nd wt% and Dy wt% in the
stoichiometry (NdxDy(1-x))2Fe14B is shown as the red dashed line. Figure 4.3
demonstration that the triple junction phase (solidified eutectic liquid) Dy composition is
correlated with the grain phase Dy composition in that an increase in Dy content in the
triple junction ties to an increase in grain composition. It is not known if the dotted lines
28

will correlate exactly to the tie lines between eutectic liquid and grain composition on the
quaternary phase diagram as the eutectic liquid has solidified and possible undergone a
change in composition upon cooling. However, it is apparent in equilibrated samples that
the grain composition of Dy will increase as the Dy composition of the solidified eutectic
liquid increases, validating the Hitachi method of SEM/EDS analysis used for
concluding that compositional core shell structure in (Nd)2 Fe14 B grains can be formed

by boundary diffusion from a Dy source.

4.2 Sintering and Hot Pressing Experiment Matrix
The thesis hypothesis is that hot press consolidation Dy rich powder mixed with Nd
rich powder can take place without significant Dy homogenization, allowing for the
possibility of compositional core shell grain structure formation. As an examination of
this hypothesis, the compositional coefficient of variance (CV) (Equation 3.2)
determined by multiple EDS measurements is plotted against the percentage of density, ρ,
relative to the theoretical density ρth in figure 4.4. The consolidation data is augmented
by the initial condition that the green density is 65% of theoretical and the CV of the
green pellet is 100% by definition.
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Figure 4.4. Percentage of theoretical density vs coefficient of variance of Dy content.
(Description of sample labels are in Appendix A)
The linear regression (R^2=0.86) of the liquid phase sintering coefficient of variance
(CV):relative density correlation is:
CV = −3.699 ρ/ρth + 341.29

(4.1)

CV = −0.153 ρ/ρth + 110

(4.2)

The linear regression (R^2=0.30) of the hot pressed samples (CV):relative density
correlation is:

A negative slope of large magnitude implies that Dy homogenization is occurring
during densification and that sharply defined core-shell microstructure development with
sintering process is unlikely, as shown for the liquid phase sintered samples. But the hot
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pressed samples demonstrate both high CV and high density, resulting in a regression
slope of small negative magnitude. Figure 4.4 then suggests the possibility that a
compositional core-shell microstructure may be produced using the hot pressing
processing route. Because of this physical relevance, the linear regression slopes will be
referred to as core-shell slopes. As core-shell slope is the physically relevant parameter in
comparing the propensity of the two processes to form compositional core-shell
structures and is critical to corroboration of the hypothesis, it is necessary to confirm that
the difference between sintering and hot pressing CV:relative density slopes is
statistically significant. To this end, the standard errors of the core-shell slopes were
determined, which were then multiplied by the critical value at 95% confidence level
(using the t-score) to specify the 95% confidence intervals of the core shell slope values.
Table 4.2 shows the relevant statistical consideration of the two slopes in figure 4.4. It is
apparent that 95% confidence intervals of the core-shell slopes for the two processes do
not overlap, providing a high statistical confidence that the hot press processing approach
produces a composition variation at high density that is significantly more
inhomogeneous than the two alloy liquid phase sinter process. This result provides
corroboration for the hypothesis of the thesis.
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Table 4.1 Statistical analysis of the hot press and sinter core-shell slopes in figure 4.4
Process

Core-Shell Slope

Standard Error

95% Confidence Interval

Liquid phase

-3.70

0.69

-3.01 to -4.39

-0.15

0.14

+0.23 to -0.53

Sintered
Hot Press

Table 4.1 showing the hot press core shell slope is significantly less negative than the
sinter core-shell slope.
Figure 4.4 is an indirect measure of the spatial Dy composition data but is
nevertheless useful for a semi-quantitative analysis of process kinetics (section 4.4). In
section 4.3, direct imaging of the Dy poor core-Dy rich shell microstructure using
backscatter electron imaging and element mapping EDS images is presented together
with EDS measurements of Dy spatial variation.

4.3 Microstructural Evidence of Dy Composition Core Shell
Structure
The presence of a Dy enriched shell on the boundaries of the (Nd)2 Fe14 B grains

was found to produce sufficient atomic number contrast in backscatter images to allow
direct imaging of the Dy composition enhancement due to the formation of
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(Dyx Nd1−x )2 Fe14 B alloy as the atomic number of Dy is 66 and Nd is 60. A series

backscatter SEM images collected under high signal to noise conditions and associated
EDS results of the hot pressed microstructures are shown in figure 4.5 (a) (b) (c).

Figure 4.5 (a) MTU 3A

Figure 4.5 (b) MTU 3B
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Figure 4.5 (c) MTU 3C
Figure 4.5 (a) MTU 3A, High energy milling of NdFeB ingot with Dy source for 15
minutes. 2 hours at 850C under pressure.
Figure 4.5 (b) MTU 3B, High energy milling of NdFeB ingot for 15 minutes with Dy
source at last 5 minutes. 2 hours at 850C under pressure.
Figure 4.5 (c) MTU 3C, High energy milling of NdFeB ingot for 15 minutes with Dy
source at last 5 minutes. 40 minutes at 850C under pressure.
The brightest areas in the image correspond to the eutectic liquid at the grain triple
junctions. The grain boundary regions connection the triple junctions can be seen as
having a higher backscatter intensity than the grain centers, suggesting an enrichment in
the Dy content. These are the Dy rich shells. The increase in Dy at the high intensity
backscatter regions of the grain and grain boundary are verified using EDS where the
EDS results are shown in the table inset in the images.
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The backscatter images of the hot press core-shell structures are directly compared to
the core shell microstructure developed by the Hitachi process in a magnet obtained from
the electric motor of a commercial hybrid vehicle (Honda Prius) (figures 4.6).

Figure 4.6 Comparison of MTU 3C hot pressed sample and commercial magnet from the
electric motor in a Honda Prius.
Although there are clear differences in grain size between the commercial magnet
and the hot press material, the backscatter images reveal the Dy enriched core shell
microstructure are evident in both cases. Areas of the hot press samples close to the Dy
source have a similar appearance to the surface of the Hitachi process grain boundary
diffused magnets (left hand side of figure 4.6) while areas further from the Dy source
points in the hot press samples appear similar to Hitachi process areas approximately 100
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um from the surface diffusion source.
A similar approach to revealing the Dy enriched core-shell microstructure is utilized
in chemical mapping of the microstructure, where the strength of the Dy EDS signal is
correlated to positions on a flat polished cross section producing an image which shows
qualitatively spatial variation of the Dy composition. Images using this technique are
shown in figures 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Electron Microprobe EDS Dy distribution map for MTU samples showing Dy
localization on the grain boundaries (obtained by Wakade and Waldo, GM)
Figure 4.7 (a), (b) two lower magnification images in figure 4.7 showing regions
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corresponding to the Dy rich powder sources (orange to white) surrounded by grains with
Dy composition core shell structure.
Figure 4.7 (c), (d) two higher magnification images in figure 4.7 showing grains with
Dy composition core shell structure.
In figure 4.7, the concentration of Dy (based on the relative strength of the Dy EDS)
is correlated to the color scale on the right hand side of the image. The color scales on the
images color are slightly different, but in general, black in 4.7 a,b corresponds to
(Nd)2 Fe14 B while dark blue in 4.7 c,d corresponds to (Nd)2 Fe14 B. The lighter blue to

green to yellow to orange to white are in increasing order of Dy composition it means Dy
composition is higher. Figure 4.7 (a) (b) reveal that there is substantial local Dy
composition enrichment with cross sections approaching 10-8 m2. These large (relative to
grain size) Dy rich regions are proposed to be the remnants of the Dy rich powder
(Dy25Fe14B) that was originally mixed with the Nd rich powder. These large Dy rich
regions appear as the sources for Dy distribution onto the boundaries of the (Nd)2 Fe14 B
grains, as revealed in the higher magnification images in figures 4.7 (c) (d) with an

expanded color scale. Figures 4.7 (c) (d) can be qualitatively compared with the
backscatter images in Figure 4.5. Both Figure 4.7 and 4.5 are indicative of compositional
core shell structures. As in figures 4.6 and 4.7, direct comparison can again be made
between the imaging of hot press core shell composition structures and the imaging of
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core shell composition structures Hitachi process samples from the Prius electric motor.

Figure 4.8 Electron Microprobe EDS Dy distribution map for Toyota Prius C magnet and
MTU samples showing Dy localization on the grain boundaries (obtained by Wakade and
Waldo, GM)
Figure 4.8 (a) (b) Low magnification chemical mapping image of an MTU hot press
sample compared to the low magnification chemical mapping image of a Hitachi process
sample.
Figure 4.8 (c) (d) (e) Higher magnification images comparing the chemical mapping
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images of MTU hot press sample and a Hitachi process samples at 200 um depth.
The EDS Dy mapping images are qualitatively consistent with the backscatter images,
which are also backed up by quantitative EDS measurements on local Dy concentrations.
Both the backscatter images and Dy element mapping images of the core-shell structure
in the hot press samples are consistent with the description of a large coefficient of
variance for these materials which reveal the goal structure: Dy enriched shell structure
on the boundaries of (Nd)2 Fe14 B .

Figures 4.4-4.8 provide visual evidence that the hot press consolidation of Nd rich

powder mixed with Dy rich powder can deliver a high density material with Dy localized
at the grain boundary. The goal of the Hitachi process would then seem to be met using
the mixed powder approach under hot press consolidation. However, there is a significant
difference that should be noted. By reference to figure 4.8, it is noted that the grain
boundary enrichment from the Hitachi process that can be observed by EPMA mapping
occurs mainly within 200 um of the surface. This is simply a limitation of long range
diffusion in that a concentration gradient is required to drive diffusion from the surface
source into the bulk magnet and this concentration gradient will be continually reduced
as the Hitachi process extends in time. In the case of the mixed powder, the Dy sources
are distributed throughout the bulk of the material, including the surface region. The
contrast between the Hitachi process and the GM process is that the volume of the
magnet effected by grain boundary enrichment of Dy is much greater in the GM process.
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This demonstration of the core-shell microstructure development is further tested
using quantitative EDS to measure how the Dy composition varies across the sample,
particularly as distance increases from the Dy source. Backscatter imaging can be used to
identify a local Dy ‘source’ present at locations in the sample which is supposed to
correspond with a Dy rich particle in the original mixed powder. As shown in figure 4.9.
The Dy composition is measured (using EDS) as a function of distance from this powder
particle in both the grain and in the eutectic.

Figure 4.9 Low magnification of the hot press microstructure of mixed Dy rich and Nd
rich powder. EDS of Dy composition is undertaken along the red line between two Dy
sources. (MTU 95% as pressed sample)
Figure 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 examine the Dy composition in the triple junction eutectic
liquid and adjacent grain composition as a function of distance from the Dy source in
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three different hot press samples. MTU 97% (hot pressed, and density 97%), MTU 95%
(hot pressed, and density is 95%) and MTU 99% (hot pressed, and density 99%) as
pressed samples are in Appendix A. This is effectively a post-mortem analysis of the Dy
transport through the liquid phase and solid phase during Dy diffusion between Dy
sources. Referring to Figure 2.4, the technique applied here is similar to the technique
utilized by Hitatchi in their patent [2] to produce evidence that the diffusion from the
surface resulted in a core shell structure. The technique is reproduced here to show that
the hot pressing of mixed Nd rich and Dy rich powders can produce the same type of
result trumpeted by Hitachi as the experimental verification of compositional core-shell
microstructure development. In the figures 4.10-4.12, all show the result that the eutectic
at the grain triple junction has a measurable Dy composition decreasing from the source
Dy composition, while the Dy composition adjacent to the triple junction eutectic (~2 um)
within the grain becomes vanishingly small as the distance from the source increases.
The EDS results thus demonstrate the same behavior reported in the Hitachi patent [2]
that was used to ‘prove’ the concept of compositional core shell microstructure.
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Figure 4.10 Dy diffusion in hot pressed MTU 95% sample

Figure 4.11 Dy diffusion in hot pressed MTU 97% sample
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Figure 4.12 Dy diffusion in hot pressed MTU 99% sample

4.4 Analysis and Discussion of Results.
The hypothesis examined in this work is that if hot pressing is used to consolidate
mixed Dy rich and Nd rich powders, then a core-shell composition structure can be
produced because the rate of consolidation is enhanced relative to the composition
homogenization rate. The previous section has indeed demonstrated core-shell
composition structures using three independent methods. However, a simple quantitative
analysis may allow a more in depth understanding of the underlying principles. To
develop such an approach, the compositional homogenization is correlated with a
solution to the 1 dimensional diffusion equation
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2πx

C = CAve ∗ �1 + cos �

L

2π 2

� ∗ exp �− � L � D t��

(4.3a)

In equation 4.3a, C is the composition of Dy, CAve is the average composition of Dy,

D is diffusion coefficient, L is a characteristic diffusion length and t is time.

Equation (4.3b) can be written in a form consistent with the concept of a compositional
coefficient of variance, consistent with the boundary conditions as CV/100=1, t=0 and
CV/100=0 when t=∞.
CMax −CAve
CAve

2π 2

CV

= 100 = �exp �− � L � D t��

(4.3b)

The consolidation rate has been modeled using the expression
d

1

ρ∗ρ=
dt

H∗D∗Ω∗Φm ∗�Σ+Papplied �
Gn ∗k∗T

(4.4)[13]

In equation 4.4, ρ is density, H is constant, D is diffusion coefficient, Ω is atomic

volume, Φ is the stress intensification factor, m=2 for grain boundary diffusion and
m=1.5 for volume diffusion. Papplied is the applied pressure. Σ is the sintering stress. G
is grain size, n=2m-1, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature.
The sintering stress has been approximated as
Σ=2∗

γgb
G

γ

+2∗r

(4.5)[14]

In equation 4.5, γgb is interfacial energy of grain boundary, γ is interfacial energy

of pore and r is the radius of a pore.

For systems with non-uniform particle sizes, the grain size, G, will coarsen during
consolidation, thus the diffusion length and sintering stress for consolidation is a
complex function of time as represented in equation (4.6)
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d

1

ρ∗ρ=
dt

H∗D∗Ω∗Φ(t) m ∗(Σ(t) +Papplied )

(4.6)

k∗T∗G(t) n

Or in the form of a general solution to the differential equation 4.6
ρ

ρth

ρ

H∗D∗Ω

= ρ 0 ∗ exp �
th

k∗T

m
t Φ(τ) ∗(Σ(τ) +Papplied )

∗ ∫0

G(τ) n

(4.7)

dτ�

Equation 4.7 is similar to the ‘Master Sintering Curve’ [15] with the microstructure
parameters integrated over time rather than over density. Park et [16] and Randall [17]
have applied the Master Sintering Curve (equation 4.7) for both liquid phase sintering
and solid state sintering and have proposed it valid for both processes.
When the initial conditions of the green pellet include non-uniform grain/particle and
pore sizes, the consolidation rate is known to follow a semi-log law. [18]
Such a semi-log law can be approximated by an exponential function such that
ρ0
ρth

H∗D∗Ω
k∗T

∗ exp �

Substitute into equation (4.7)
ρ

ρth

m
t Φ(τ) Σ(τ)
dτ�
G(τ) n

∗ ∫0

=1−

ρth −ρ0
ρth

=1−

∗ exp �−

ρth −ρ0
ρth

∗ exp �−

H∗D∗Ω∗Ψ
k∗T

∗ t�

H∗D∗Ω∗Ψ
k∗T

∗ t� (4.7a)

(4.8a)

Where Ψ encompasses the effective sintering stress and diffusion geometry with units
Pa/m2. ρ is density, ρth is theoretical density. The form of Ψ from this analysis is

described in appendix B as

Φ(0)m (∑(0))
G(0)n

ρ0 ∗

for liquid phase sintering and

(ρth −ρ0 )
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=Ψ

(4.8b)

Φ(0)m (∑(0)+Papplied )
G(0)n

ρ0 ∗

for hot pressing.

(4.8c)

=Ψ

(ρth −ρ0 )

The linearization of equation 4.3 is
CMax −CAve
CAve

The linearization of equation 4.8(a) is
ρ

ρth

= 1 − a ∗ �1 −
a=

4∗π2 ∗D∗t

CV

= 100 = 1 −
H∗D∗Ω∗Ψ
k∗T

ρth − ρ0
ρth

(4.9)

L2

H∗D∗a∗Ω∗Ψ

∗ t� =

k∗T

t

(4.10)

Taking the ratio of the time derivatives of equations 4.9 and 4.10 determine an
expression that describes the slope of the linear regressions in figure 4.5.
d
CV
dt
ρ
d(
)
ρth
dt

=

d

ρ
d( )
ρth

CV =

4∗π2 ∗Dh
L2
Dc ∗a∗Ω∗Ψ
k∗T

−

4∗π2 ∗Dh ∗k∗T

= −D

2
c ∗a∗Ω∗Ψ∗L

(4.11)

Where the diffusion coefficient for homogenization, Dh, has been distinguished from
the diffusion coefficient for consolidation, Dc.

4.5 Determination of Mechanism Activation Energies
From the double natural log of equation 4.10,
ρ

1

Q

H∗D0 ∗F(t)∗Ω

C
− ln �ln �ρ �� + ln �T� = k∗T
− ln �
0

k

�

Where the diffusion coefficient for consolidation, Dc, has been described using
−QC

DC = D0 ∗ exp ��
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k

1

� ∗ T�

(4.12)

Similarly, for the coefficient of variance, equation a1 may be manipulated to give
4∗π2 ∗t

− ln(− ln(CV)) = − ln �

L2

Q

(4.13)

h
∗ D0 � + k∗T

Where the diffusion coefficient for compositional homogenization is given as
Dh = D0 ∗ exp[�

−Qh
k

1

� ∗ T]

The values on the lhs of equations (4.12 and 4.13) are known and can be plotted
versus 1/T as in figure 4.13 and 4.14, and analyzed by linear regression. The coefficient
of determination for the linear correlation of the consolidation and homogenization
temperature dependence is (R2=0.947) and (R2=0.863) respectively. The slopes of the
lines are then the normalized activation energy for consolidation, Qc/k= 2400.1 K
kJ/mol), and for composition homogenization Qh/k= 4425.4 K

-1

-1

(20

(39 kJ/mol). These

activation energies are much less than the proposed activation energy for solid state
diffusion of Dy in Nd2Fe14B (315 kJ/mole [19]). However, the activation energy for
diffusion in molten (liquid) metal, which follows the approximate correlation of
QLiquid ≈ 3.2 R Tmelt [20] are an order of magnitude smaller than that found for solid

state diffusion. A comparison of the activation energies determined from figures 4.13 and

4.14, and other liquid phase sintering systems with transient liquid phase behaviors is
displayed in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Comparison of the activation energies to the melting point correlation.
Chemistry
Qc
,Densification Qc/(3.2 R Tmelt)
Activation Energy, kJ/mol
Fe-Nd-Dy-B [MTU]
20
0.79
W-Fe-Ni [16]
79
1.73
Ti-Al [21]
90
2.53
The low activation energies are suggestive of dissolution and reprecipitation through
transport in the liquid phase as a primary mechanism of consolidation [16] Because the
activation energy for composition homogenization is also quite low compared to solid
state diffusion, the possibility must be considered that dissolution reprecipitation by
liquid phase transport is also a mechanism of action for reduction in CV during
consolidation. In this case, formation of Dyx Nd2−x Fe14 B alloy could occur by
dissolution of Nd2 Fe14 B into the Dy rich liquid coincident with the reprecipitation of

the alloy composition in equilibrium with the liquid phase. A dissolution-reprecipitation
process driven by composition inhomogeneity has been described in other liquid phase
sintering processes where the liquid is not initially in equilibrium with the solid. [22, 23]
The low activation energy for composition homogenization would also seem to be
consistent with the rapid decrease in CV with density, resulting in the necessity of using
pressure assisted sintering to reduce the time and temperature required for consolidation
in an attempt to form the Dy rich shell-Nd rich core microstructure.
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Figure 4.13 Determination of activation energy for consolidation diffusivity
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Figure 4.14 Determination of activation energy for homogenization diffusivity.

4.6 Analysis of Hypothesis
The coefficient of variance (CV) is plotted against the relative density in figure 4.4 of
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the last chapter. Although this reveals a great deal about the observed experimental
behavior, the temperature is a variable in equation 4.11, that is not accounted for in
examining the slopes of the sinter and hot press linear regression. Here, an attempt is
made to be more quantitative by examining the role of temperature in the CV vs relative
density behavior, which was collected at a range of temperatures. Appendix A Process
temperature, CV and density of experiment matrix.
The temperature variable may be accounted for by plotting

ρ

ρth

∗

T∗k
Ω

∗ exp(

Qc −Qh
k∗T

)

against CV/100, where Qc and Qh are the activation energies for consolidation and
homogenization diffusivity respectively.

Figure 4.15 core shell slope of sintering and hot press sample. As marked, one Hot press
Dy3 Fe point and one Hot press Dy25 Fe14 B points are overlaid.

The experimental data for the CV and relative density are augmented with a data
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point developed by projected behavior that at T=0 K, the CV will be 1 (100%).That is, at
absolute zero, the x-axis is at the origin by definition and homogenization processes that
could reduce CV are null. The slope for the hot press samples (−2 ∗ 10−14 𝑚𝑚3 𝐽𝐽−1 ) is

found to be approximately an order of magnitude greater (less negative) than that for the
free sinter samples (−3 ∗ 10−13 m3 J −1) with the standard error in the slopes determined
as 9.9 ∗ 10−15 m3 J −1 and 9.7 ∗ 10−15 m3 J −1 respectively. As it is proposed that the

slopes in the temperature adjusted plot (figure 4.15) correlate with the development of a
composition core-shell structure, the slopes will be referred to as core-shell slopes, with
the less negative the slope, the more likely core-shell composition structures are formed.
The analytical form for the core-shell slope ratio for the temperature adjusted data that
can be compared to the experimental result is
4∗π2

a∗ΨHotPress ∗L2
4∗π2
a∗ΨSinter ∗L2

2∗10−14

= 3∗10−13 = 0.067 ± 0.033

(4.12)

Assuming the diffusion geometry and lengths (G and L) are similar between the
sinter and hot press samples, then equation 4.12 simplifies to a relationship between the
experimentally determined core-shell slope ratio and the model prediction of the slope
ratio as
ΨSinter

ΨHotPress

= ∑+P

∑

applied

= (0.067 ± 0.033)Experimental

(4.13)

The smaller this ‘core-shell’ slope ratio, the greater the effect of applied pressure on
allowing compositional core-shell grain structure development during consolidation. The
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validity of the model can be examined by comparison with literature values of the
sintering stress for micron scale particles. The sintering stress Σ is generally expected to
be 0.5 to 3 MPa [25 and Appendix B], while the applied pressure is on the order of 30-60
MPa. This suggests that there is a range of core-shell slope ratios to be expected from
theory shown in equation 4.14.
0.008 < (∑+P

∑

applied

)Theory < 0.09

(4.14)

That is, the experimentally determined hot press to sinter core-shell slope ratio is on
the upper end of the range that would be expected from the model. The favorable
comparison between the theoretical prediction and the experimental determination of the
core-shell slope ratio supports the contention is the applied pressure of hot press
processing is a significant factor in developing composition core shell structures in liquid
phase sintering of compositionally mixed powders.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
Hitachi have developed a complex diffusion treatment of bulk high temperature
magnets that produces (Ndx Dy1−x )2 Fe14 B grains with much of the Dy concentrated on

the grain boundary layer, producing an enriched Dy shell about a Dy poor grain core. The
objective of this thesis was to form a Hitachi-like Dy compositional core shell grain
structure by consolidating mixed Dy rich and Nd rich powders. However, the
consolidation of mixed Dy-rich and Nd-rich powders by liquid phase sintering for the
purpose of forming compositional core shell structures is hampered by rapid
homogenization of the Dy composition in the (Nd)2 Fe14 B grains during the

densification process. Analysis of the activation energy for homogenization during
consolidation suggests that diffusion through the liquid phase is the rate controlling step.
This low activation energy is consistent with other alloy systems undergoing liquid phase
sintering having transient liquid phase compositions, where the rationalization is that
dissolution/reprecipitation in the liquid phase contributes to alloy homogenization. The
hypothesis was developed that an acceleration of the consolidation process using applied
pressure (hot pressing) would result in a reduced degree of Dy composition
homogenization because the driving force for densification under applied pressure is
magnified to a greater extent than the driving force for homogenization. Examination of
the phase plane consisting of the coefficient of variance of the Dy composition vs the
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relative density for liquid phase sintering with and without applied pressure shows a
statistically significant difference between the two processes, with the Dy composition
variance increased under hot press conditions. Direct visualization of the Dy composition
core shell structure in the hot press samples is achieved by the independent techniques of
EDS chemical mapping and backscatter imaging. These imaging techniques are validated
by quantitative EDS point analysis. A simple model was developed which concludes that
the ratio of normalized (Dy homogenization rate)/(consolidation rate) is determined by
(∑+P

∑

applied

) where Σ is the sintering stress and Papplied is the hot press applied pressure.
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Appendix A Time, temperature and process comparison of experiment matrix
Table Appendix A.1 data comparison of experiment matrix_1
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Table Appendix A.2 data comparison of experiment matrix_2
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Appendix B The analysis of Ψ in equation 4.8(a)
Table Appendix B.1 Analysis of Ψ
Chemistry-Process

Sintering

Technique

Reference

Model

T. Kraft, H. Riedel, Journal of the European Ceramic

Calculation

Society 24 (2004) 345–361

Creep

M. Rahaman, L. DeJonghe, LBL-24764 Preprint,

Densification

1988

Stress
Range
MPA
SIC-Solid State

0.5-3.0

Sinter
YBa2Cu3O6-solid

0.4

state Sinter

rate ratio
Cu powder-Solid

0.2

Tensile Stress

R.A. Gregg and F.N. Rhines, "Surface Tension and

State Sinter

the Sintering Force in Copper,"
Metallurgical Transactions, vol. 4,1973, pp.
1365-1374.

MgO-Bi2O3-Liquid

0.78

Phase Sintering

Creep

L. DeJonge, V. Srikanth, LBL-243 1 1

Densification

Preprint, 1988

Rate Ratio
General

~1.0

unknown

https://www.cavs.msstate.edu/publications

Supersolidus LPS
Bronze

/docs/2003/07/2003-15.pdf

1.4

unknown

Supersolidus LPS

R. Tandon, Ph. D.
Thesis, Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, PA, December 1995.

It is often proposed that the variation of rate of relative density change with time can
be described by the simple relationship
d

1

ρ∗ρ=
dt

H∗D∗Ω∗Φ(t) m ∗(Σ(t) +Papplied )
k∗T∗G(t) n

ρ is density, H is constant, D is diffusion coefficient, Ω is atomic volume, Φ(t) is

the time dependent stress intensification factor, m=2 for grain boundary diffusion and
m=1.5 for volume diffusion. ∑(t) is the time dependent sintering stress, Papplied is the
applied pressure (hot pressing). G is time dependent grain size, n=2m-1, k is Boltzmann’s
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constant and T is temperature.
This suggests a solution of the form
ρ

ρth

ρ

H∗D∗Ω

= ρ 0 ∗ exp �
th

k∗T

m
t Φ(τ) ∗(Σ(τ) +Papplied )

∗ ∫0

G(τ) n

(B.1)

dτ�

Where ρo is the initial (green) density. The integral in equation B.1 is evidently
difficult to predict, even upon the assumption of a constant sintering stress, as empirical
relationships between time and density are often proposed. A semi-log relationship is
often used for the empirical analysis between density and time. However, this offers a
poor empirical fit at short times because it predicts an infinite slope at the initial (t=0)
stage of sintering. An alternative is to use an empirical expression of the form:
ρ

ρth

=

ρ0

ρth

H∗D∗Ω

exp �

k∗T

t Φ(τ)𝑚𝑚 ∑(τ)

∫0

� dτ = 1 −

G(τ)n

ρth −ρ0
ρth

H∗D∗Ω∗Ψ

exp �− �

k∗T

∗ t��

(B.2)

Which can closely match semi-log behavior while still describing reasonable
behavior at t=0. In fact, considering the sintering rate at t=0 provides a definition for the
mysterious parameter Ψ. Taking the derivative with respect to time of both sides of
equation B.2 and examining t=0 gives
Φ(0)𝑚𝑚 ∑(0)
G(0)n

ρ0 ∗

(ρth −ρ0 )

for sintering and

Φ(0)m (∑(0)+Papplied )
G(0)n

ρ0 ∗

for hot pressing.

(ρth −ρ0 )

(B.3a)

=Ψ

=Ψ

(B.3b)

That is, Ψ is proportional to a function that describes the initial configuration of the
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powder pack through the initial (green) density, sintering stress and grain size (or
diffusion length). It is known that sintering kinetics are strongly dependent on the initial
configuration of the powder pack and in that sense the approximation is consistent with
physical behavior. Moreover, it is known [24] that the initial sintering rate is accelerated
as the green density increases or the grain (particle) size decreases, which is in fact
consistent with equations B.2 and B.3.
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Appendix C Copyright permission for Figure 2.1
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